In regards to this practice this post may be brief and I understand many are worried in regards to this as it's a very problematic [and enforced since toddler age unfortunately] topic for many males.

The good news is that this is not going to hamper your ability to meditate, advance spiritually, or anything of the sort. One may not even be affected sexually at all from this. The other good news is that there are restoration, treatments, and there will be more and more scientific advances in the future to reverse this strange practice.

In regards to the falsehood that the Jews created from circumcision, [another gross literalization of spiritual texts that their reptilian brain could not properly comprehend], is that "Circumcision" has nothing to do with this grossly literal thing. It has to do with a Pagan concept of opening the mind.

The head of the penis, symbolically, has to do with the opening of the chakras of the head, and the open perception that results where the "veil" is raised, which has to do with the enlightenment and opening of the consciousness on the skull.

This has ended up in modern language as "The Head" of the penis, or in other idioms used in slang such as "Giving head" and other stuff like this. That aside in regards to the Nadi system the penis also relates to the head.

Obviously, during normal intercourse, the skin of the penis comes out and when there is an erection, the head of the penis is out, representing the spiritual concept above. This has to do with both the nervous pathway and the situation of arousal, which deals with the awakening of that part of the body, which in turn connects to the rest of the body. Arousal has been connected with an elevated state which can be used spiritually.

But this has nothing got to do with any butchery ritual. Regardless, endless jewish pseudoscience has tried to "Tie in" the Pagans to their own jewish low level depravity, which is most common. To show you one example, here is one case of a trial of forgery by another (((Archeologist))) who made up fake evidence to
support a "Pre-Christian Crucifixion of Christ". Obviously, the jewish apparatus may absolve him of it, but those of us here know how much of a hoax this all is, and everyone knows that.

As you will see in the article below, not only these dumb fucks decided to lie, but they did this also terribly, adding even commas. I guess they should also have added hashtags to like #RabbiJesus and they forgot about it, claiming the Ancient Romans were Christians and used the Hashtag, and that they also had Instagram. Jewish lying and desecration knows no bounds, but there is nothing to be surprised here from the race that has created the biggest and most blatant historical lies.

"Trial begins for archaeologist accused of forging earliest portrayal of Jesus' crucifixion"


In regards to Christian ethics on arousal, on the height of xianity, cutting the genitals, wearing security locks around your pelvis, and saying one will get roasted in eternal hell for having an erection or a nocturnal emission are all well known. These were the results of Jewish culture. Jews tried to heap this onto Gentiles as their Jewish interpretations of Gentile culture are just Jewish.

They come from the Jewish soul, which believes stuff like if they have a nocturnal emission they will be getting roasted in "Gehenom" for all eternity. Gehenom is the place of fire and brimstone where the failed Jews are going to be punished. From Gehenna or Gehenom arose the Christian ideal of "Hell". Jews know this very well, but they tried to say the "Goyim" invented that one. Sort of how they always claim that Christianity and Islam were "from the goyim" even in the face of blatant evidence that they just made it all to mentally screw everyone up.

Now the Jews and their sexuality are a big topic but the situation is, Jews are totally mentally screwed. For lack of a better pun. On one hand, they have a neurotic, paranoid culture. On the other hand, in order to infiltrate, they have to race mix and practice infidelity to their race. On the cultural aspect, most of them try to stay as "Pure as possible" in order to avoid their extinction as mandated by their reptilians.

Which is nothing else but what the Gods told us Gentiles to do also, but this
knowledge was later removed by Jews in their way towards conquest of the Gentiles. Jews try to practice eugenics and everyone else goes to practice dysgenics.

Returning back to the concept of "Circumcision", the Jews grossly misinterpreted this concept, of opening the "Head", and "Lifting the Veil" of the head, with the gross interpretation of butchering their own genitals. They tried to credit this practice by creating many forgeries and claiming this was the case because of whatever pseudospiritual reasons.

Jews use commonly fake excuses to hide the fact that they are alien and that they engage in unacceptable acts, such as pseudospiritual shit as to how they claim ((("God"))) told them to ransack productive Gentile people because they are essentially the dross of the earth that never even planted a tree in their life for their own use. Or how they do death rituals to Gentiles and then claim it's all just "cultural" and "nothing major".

The real reason the Jews cut the penis in this way is because they believe that sexuality is evil and that is a way to reduce sexual interest and potency, which clearly doesn't work nor it affects this, but anyway, the neolithic practice they have remains. They also marry early to reduce the possibilities of sexual defection. By reducing sexual pleasure, they also hope that this will limit them from engaging in "Sacrilege" of mating with foreign Gentile races, and whatever sexuality they have, will remain within their tribe.

Another reason Rabbis engage in this strange ritual is because this has to do with the blood, the sucking of the blood, and because they believe that this nefarious rite instills a ritual for avoidance of things the jews consider "mishaps" such as going down the bad road with non jews, and essentially also so one could find who is the jew just by dropping their pants.

Now that is no longer a viable way of finding out Jews, as many others in their attempts to follow this strange jewish hearsay stuff [as they have been trying to follow a kike to become his chosen "Saved" people] have been severely misguided. As such one of these things that is done wrong is strange butchery rituals to toddlers.

One more basic reason is that the circumcision by the Rabbi towards the Jewish infant infliction of severe pain which registers in the mind [Trauma in plain] and when Rabbis do spells to discipline the Jews, this creates a tie in for their spells
to work better, and to make them more capable of discipline of the Jews. The severe memories of pain in their unconscious serve as a means of control, which is just a form of adaptive torture.

Other gross practices which are butchery related are practiced by some races in some strange attempt to mimic things or just out of a culture built because of brutality. These include anywhere from personal whipping to cutting limbs, and who knows what else. Most of these have been inherited by Jews and they include kosher slaughter, or the blood loving mass sacrifices such as what has been inherited from "Kosher Slaughter" which is the "Eid Had" in which millions of cattle are sacrificed to "Allah" every year.

Meanwhile, they claim one dead sheep in an alley, is part of some very dark and sinister "Satanic" Ritual, while they conduct numerous, daily, unwavering rituals to their nefarious jewish idols. The hypocrisy and lying knows no bounds.

This is no different than how Jews say that "Gentiles are sexually immoral" over them having regular and normal, natural sexuality, while they engage in the most nefarious tenets in the "Holy sects" such as the Vatican, while preaching all the opposite.

We are dealing with aliens and extensive attempts of this species to hide it from everyone else.
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